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Summer is upon us and the restrictions cast upon us 
due to plague are beginning to be relaxed. In fact our 
first face to face event is on June 26th see more details 
on page on page 12 of this newsletter. I look forward 
to seeing you even if we are still in masks. A new reign 
begins and it is exciting to see us come out of hiding. 
Patience will allow us to see what we do in a new light 
and we will be able to reflect on all the new skills we 
learned in lock-down.  In other words after the rains 
comes the flowers and a season of newness.

I will be seeing you soon and in person.

Yours in Service, Story, and Song,
Lady Scholastica Joycors

Your Bright Hills Chronicler
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Greetings to the populace; summer is upon us. It is time to renew our friendships and to enjoy 
the life we have missed over the Pandemic.  It is time for Atlantia to celebrate the coronation 
of a new King and Queen. It is now time for us to gather and meet again in friendship. With 

this in mind, we are happy to announce that Bright Hills will be gathering to celebrate the coronation 
of King Eckehard and Queen Jane on the 26th of June at the Baltimore Bowman. 

Bright Hills Coronation Celebration will be our fist event in the post pandemic era, with this there 
will be some restrictions and new rules in place. This is the first step forward after a long period of 
isolation. This event will be free to attendees, but will be limited to 100 individuals including staff.  This 
event will also require pre-registration.  Please see the event flyer and website for all the information 
and activities.  

 As we move forward, we would urge all to look for ways to support the Barony; there are a few 
Officer and deputy positions that need filling.  If you are interested, please speak with the Seneschal, 
Lady Freydis Sjona.   

We ask that if you know of a deserving individual that need recognition for their good works, please 
let us know so we may bring them before the populace and honor their deeds.  

Royal Archer and Trial by Fire has moved again, the new date is 2 October.  This was done to removes 
any conflict with the planned first in person Kingdom University in over a year. This change was done 
at the Baronies request, to ensure that our populace has the opportunity to attend and enjoy all that is 
University.  

The Baroness and I wish that everyone remembers the Bright Hills motto, “Only the best from Bright 
Hills.”  We hope that all strive to be the best and remember those that are under stress and anxiety, to 
many this past year has been difficult.  The restarting of in person activities will create new issues for 
many, so be kind, be understanding and most of all be friendly and supportive to all.  “Vivat Bright 
Hills.” 

Yours in Service, 
Godai Katsunaga and Wanda the Wanderer

Baron and Baroness of Bright Hills 

The Barony of Bright Hills
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In Attendance:  Becky Ritterhouse, Gordon Kinnie, Jill 
Peters, Kathleen Keener, Kenneth & Rebecca Kepple, 
MyLinda Butterworth, Michelle England, Devon Morden, 
Elizabeth Cranmer, Claudia Bosworth, Barbara Kriner

Officer ReportsOfficer Reports:
ChatelainChatelain

Baroness Barbara Giumaria diRoberto (Barbara Kriner) 
Royal Rabbit demo will be some changes this time, with 
what we can and cannot do. Sell up to 120 tickets. The 
event will be in mid-August. 

ChroniclerChronicler
Lady Scholastica Joycors (MyLinda Butterworth) 

Yeoman is going out on time, Becky is going to help me 
fix all the title.

ExchequerExchequer
Lady Clara von Wonsiedel (Michelle England)

We have to do more onlink with ebank. There will be a 
class at university to learn about doing finances within 
the barony

 HeraldHerald
Lord William Ringlancer (Bill Soucy) 

Nothing to report.

Knights MarshallKnights Marshall
Sir Kollack von Zweckel (Kenneth Kepple)

We have to figure out a place for practices, is willing to 
marshal.

MoASMoAS
Dumnona (Devon Morden)

On the 23rd going to do a screen solar. 

Minister of the ListMinister of the List
Lord Alexander Fowler (Hunter Fowler)

No report.

Youth Minister • Youth Minister • VACANT 

Baronial Steward • Baronial Steward • VACANT
.

WebministerWebminister
Lady Dagný austkona ( Rachael Knoblauch)

Will not be able to be active until PhD is  complete  in 
July.

Seneschal: Seneschal: 
Lady Freydis sjona (Casey Keener) 

Web ethics and social ethics people need to be nice to each 
other, we do represent the SCA. Kingdom is supposed to be 
sending a power point that will let us know what is going 
on. Events it is 100% pre-registration and must be paid 
in advance, use electronic preferred. Event information 
will be on website. Month to 90 days for events to be 
available. Events is still using current SCA Covid policy 
and the phases of re-opening regardless of what the state 
is doing. Minors still will not be allowed. We are limited 
by the BOD to 150 and that includes people working at 
the event. If no mask they will have to leave. Food and 
drink must be prepackaged in commercial packaging. 
You can only eat at a table and not walking arrive. No 
sharing of food or drink. 
A&S Activities we are not allowed to do dancing, no close 
quarter activities.  We are now allowed to do demos, 
should we participate as SCA we have to follow all of the 
above rules.

Baron and BaronessBaron and Baroness
Godai Katsunaga and Wanda the Wanderer 

(Gordon & Wanda Lee Kinnie) 
Bowman is using our 20'x40'. Donated new ropes and 
made new ropes for the 20'x40'. We have permission to 
have archery, rapier, and heavy at the Bowman.

EventsEvents:
Royal Archery and Trial by Fire:  Email from Simone is 
on the same weekend as Trial by Fire. 

Old BusinessOld Business
No old business

Business Meeting Minutes 
May 13, 2021

started online at 7:06 pm
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New BusinessNew Business
No new business.

Next meeting will be June 25, 2021 at 7:00 PM.
No physical meetings will occur until the stay-home initiative on the Corona Virus has been lifted. 

Meeting ended at 7:55 PM
Any corrections or additions to these minutes should be sent to the Chronicler at brighthill.chronicler@gmail.com

Bright Hills Emergency Meeting
June 3, 2021 at 7:02 

Attendance: Gordon Kinnie, Jill Peters, Casey Keener, 
Kenneth & Rebecca Kepple, MyLinda Butterworth, 
Michelle England, Devon Morden, Bill Soucy, 

We are hosting an event on June 26, 2021 as a watch 
party for coronation.  It will be free but we will have 
to have people pre-reg and fill out Covid paperwork. 
Families can attend, masks will still be necessary. We are 
capped at 100 people.

We will be having it at the Bowman at a great rate, to be 
paid by the Baron’s kindness.

Welcome back event to kick start reopening will be a 
giant picnic with food your bring and eat, no sharing.

Maybe a small A&S display, maybe some archery and 
some heavy fighting.

Only food that is pre-packaged food that people will 
We will not have to use Scars, we will be using Sign-up 

Genius. We will post it to Google groups and by email.
Tasks: Site set-up, set up archery field, parking.
Site opens at 8 AM 

Event Staff:
Approximately 20 volunteers; 80 guests (all must pre-
register)
Troll: Freydis, Clara, Deirdre
A&S: Devon
Marshalls: Seamus, Kollack, Robert
MOL: Livi
Autocrat: Wynne (Jill)
Site Set-Up: Becky, Godai, Wanda, Zin, Red; additional 
assistance by persons already listed

Herald: William
Bardic: Wynn

Put volunteers in first before you open up Sign-up 
Genius.

We will need to rent a handicapped port-a-john and 
possible a portable handwashing sink.

$169.60 for port-a-john. So $572 for the weekend for 
sink, port-a-john and cleaning for all the units.

Motion proposed by Godai: A capped expense of $600 
for the rental of one handicapped porta pot, one hand 
washing station, and before and after event cleanings of 
porta pots.

Kollack seconded.  Vote passed.
Pre-packaged  Food/Drink Donations (snacks only):
Water: Godai, 4 cases
Ice: Deirdre, 60 lbs
Gatorade: Zin and Red, 2 cases
Snacks: Barb, Kollack/Becky, Freydis
Sodas: Wynne (Jill)

Suggested Activities for the Event:
A&S display
Archery
Heavy fighting
Informal bardic
Brief/informal court (?)

Donations to the Barony welcome at the gate. 
Troll tokens provided by the Baron. 
COVID PPE, information, and forms for Troll provided 

by Freydis

Meeting ended at 7:39
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       Atlantian Calendar of Events

June 2021
5 Storvik Novice and Unbelt Tournament Storvik Upper Marlboro, MD

12 VIRTUAL - Summer University (TBD) Atlantia
13 CANCELLED Ponte Alto Summer Court Ponte Alto

18-20 CANCELLED -Royal Archery Tournament (R) Glen Arm, MD
18-20 CANCELLED -Known World Theater Arts Sacred Stone
25-27 Ymir: The Giant Wakes Windmasters Hill

26 Coronation Celebration Marinus/Tir-y-Don Virginia Beach
26 Fencing Celebration in Honor of Coronation Lochmere Jessup MD
26 Celebrating the Crowning of Our New Monarchs Bright Hills Glen Arm MD

26 Coronation Atlantia NC

July 2021
9-11 King's Assesment (R) Black Dianmond VA
10 Warrior Games Tear-Seas Shore Harleyville, SC
17 St. Paddy's Day Blood Bath in July Ponte Alto Vienna, VA

30-15 CANCELLED - Pennsic Wars Aethelmearc PA

August 2021
7 Baronial Birthday XXIII Stierbach Spotsylvania, VA

18 Queen's Rapier Tourney Raven's Cove Richlands, NC

September 2021
11-12 Known World Symposium of the Americas Marinus Chesapeake, VA

11 Not Quite Quarterly Braggin Rights Tourney Ritterwalld Richlands, NC
18 Atlantia University TBD

24-26 Battle on the Bay Storvik Marlboro, MD

October 2021
1-3 Trial by Fire and Royal Archery Bright Hills Glen Arm, MD

9-10 The Wild Hunt Ponte Alto Triangle, VA
10-17 War of the Wings XV Atlantia Boone, NC
22-24 Revenge of the Stitch VII Spaggia Levantina Chestertown RD, MD

for more details go to http://www.atlantia.sca.org/events/atlantia-calendar-events

June Local EventsJune Local Events
26 Celebrating the Crowning of Our New Monarchs at the Bowman in Glen Arm, MD

Watch FaceBook Page  and email with announcements about fighter practice
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Lore from the LarderLore from the Larder

SOURCE [Libre de Totes Maneres de Confits]: CAPITOL .VIIJ.e PER 
CONFEGIR LO RAVE GUALESCH Pendreu lo rave gualesch e reu lo e feu lo 
net be ab aygua. E apres telar l eu menut tot, e apres metreu lo al foch ab aygua e 
metreu hi un bon puny de sall e bulla tant que sia ben mol. E apres treureu lo n 
e metreu lo en aygua freda .viiij.o jorns mudant tots jorns l aygua. E, com sia be 
deselat, aureu fussa vostra mell, e, ben escumada axi com dit es, metreu lo ab la 
mel o axerop e bulira ferm tro que lo axerop sia fet que fassa fills. E a mester en una llr. de rava galesch .j. llr. de mel.

TRANSLATION: To Candy Horseradish. Take the horseradish and scrape it and make it clean with water. And 
then chop it all finely, and then put it on the fire with water and add a good handful of salt and boil it enough 
so that it is very soft. And then take it and put it in cold water for nine days, changing the water each day. And, 
once all the salt is removed, have your honey made, and, well skimmed as it is said before, add it all to the honey 
or syrup and boil it rapidly so that the syrup is done when it makes threads. And for one pound of horseradish 
one pound of honey is enough. (Vincent Cuenca, trans.)

As cures for the Black Plague go, candied horseradish seems tame 
when compared to other treatments Interesting fact that soaking 
the boiling and then soaking of the horseradish actually removes 

the heat and this candy is actually sweet and tasty.

Redaction by Daniel Myers of Medieval Cookery

1/4 cup fresh horseradish (approx.)
1 cup sugar ( or 1/2 cup sugar and 1/4 cup water)

Method
Wash and scrape horseradish until it's clean and white. Cut into two inch strips about half the thickness of a 
pencil. Place in lightly salted, boiling water and cook until tender - about 15 minutes. Drain and set aside. Put 
water and sugar in a saucepan over medium heat and bring to a boil. Add horseradish and reduce heat to keep 
it at a low simmer, stirring regularly. If you use chopsticks to stir the pieces around then you can easily test the 
syrup to see if it forms soft threads. When it does, remove the pan from heat and take out the horseradish pieces 
one at a time and lay on a wire rack to dry briefly. Coat each piece with sugar and store in an airtight container.

SOURCES
Medieval Cookery - http://medievalcookery.com/recipes/ho...

Candied Horseradish
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Don't Try This at Home: 
Curious Adventures in Mediaeval Science 

and Technology
by Lord Ælfred se leof

Introduction
While researching mediaeval kites for an arts and sciences competition and Cockatrice article some years ago, 

I read that one Giovanni della Porta (1535 - 1615) suggested some curious uses for kites in his Magia Naturalis 
of 1558 (se leof, 2006). Having considered (actual) kites bearing kittens and puppies into the air, della Porta 
suggests that a man could be taught to fly by training him from birth to beat large wings attached to his arms.

So far as I know, no one has ever attempted to validate della Porta's theory by supplying their children with 
wings. That's probably a good thing, but I nonetheless felt that thinkers like della Porta deserved recognition 
for the, ahem, unusual scope and originality of their ambitions. So I set out to compile a collection of what we 
would now call "mad science".

Any definition of "mad science" is somewhat subjective: presumably the philosophers mentioned in this article 
thought that their ideas were perfectly reasonable. As any crank will tell you, many ideas that seemed ridiculous 
at first are now widely accepted. (Of course cranks fail to mention that many more ideas that seemed ridiculous 
at first continued to seem ridiculous after the second, third, fourth and all subsequent examinations.) In this 
article, I've selected a range of ideas that are at once "scientific" in the sense that they are based upon theories 
developed by study of the natural world (however flawed) and "mad" in the sense that their ambition lies 
outside the range of what we would consider "normal".

So far as I am aware, no one has established a comprehensive and authoritative repository of crazy ideas 
throughout history, though the Annals of Improbable Research (http://www.improbable.com) perform this 
service for modern scientists and I first encountered several of the ideas mentioned in this article in Reto U. 
Schneider's Mad Science Book (2008). I've consequently been reduced to collecting these stories haphazardly 
over the time I've spent reading about the history of science. Any readers knowing of other ideas fitting the 
theme of this collection are welcome to send them to me via e-mail.

Language
While I haven't heard of anyone teaching their children to fly, plenty of thinkers throughout history haven't 

been afraid to experiment on children in other ways. One experiment purported to have been carried out several 
times in antiquity and the Middle Ages intended to find out which language is the original one spoken by 
humans (Sułak, 1989).

The Greek historian Herodotus records a story, apparently well-known at the time, of the Egyptian Pharaoh 
Psammetichus (664 - 610 BC), who reasoned that children brought up without being exposed to any language 
would come to speak whatever language was natural for humans. So he took two newborn children and left 
them in the care of a herdsman, who was forbidden to speak to them. After two years, the children were heard to 
speak the Phrygian word for "bread", leading Psammetichus' to conclude that Phrygian was the natural language 
of humans.

There are several flaws in Psammetichus' reasoning, even if we put aside the unjustified assumption that there 
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is a universal human language. Most obviously, one word does not a language make, and it seems eminently 
plausible that the children (if they existed at all) simply produced some random babbling that happened to 
sound like "bread" to the adults around them.

Later experimenters of this sort include the Holy Roman Emperor Frederick II (1194-1250), King James IV of 
Scotland (1473-1515) and Akbar the Great of India (1556-1605). Frederick's attempt is the most widely known, 
but was terminated by the deaths of all of the children involved, supposedly due to the lack of affection shown 
to them. Akbar's subjects survived, but were unable to speak.

Medicine
Medicine is such a magnet for crazy ideas that English has a special word - "quackery" - to describe nonsense 

of a medical nature.
Mediaeval medicine, based on theories of Galen that we now know to be hopelessly misguided, is notorious 

for treatments that were, both gruesome and ineffective, if not downright harmful. David Wootton's book Bad 
Medicine (2006) chronicles dangerous medical practices from antiquity to the present day, but he doesn't include 
any of the following treatments – possibly because they actually worked.

In relating the history of a sixteenth-century Italian surgeon by the name of Gaspare Tagliacozzi (1545 - 1599), 
Martha Teach Gnudi and Jerome Pierce Webster (1950) quote the story of an earlier Spanish surgeon who 
happened to be on hand when one Messer Andres Gutiero had his nose cut off during an altercation with a 
soldier. Aware of the antiseptic properties of urine, the quick-thinking surgeon promptly urinated on the severed 
nose and reattached it to its owner. The operation appears to have been successful.

Tagliacozzi himself gives instructions on how to reconstruct missing noses, which you can find summarised 
on his page at the UK's Science Museum (http://www. sciencemuseum.org.uk/broughttolife/people/
gasparetagliacozzi.aspx, viewed 16 February 2014). Tagliacozzi cuts a flap of skin from the patient's arm, then 
sews the flap (still attached to the arm) over the nose's former position. Around twenty days later, the skin of 
arm grows into the nose, and the arm can be cut free. A further fourteen days later, the flap is ready to be shaped 
into a nose.

Unless you're a plastic surgeon, you probably won't have much opportunity to replace anyone's nose (and, if 
you are, you probably have more efficient procedures than Tagliacozzi's). But if you've ever tried to lose weight, 
you might appreciate the achievement of Sanctorius Sanctorius (1561 - 1636), an Italian physician known for his 
contribution to the measurement of body mass.

Sanctorius meticulously weighed himself, all of the food that he ate, and all of the urine and excreta that he 
emitted for a thirty-year span near the end of the SCA period (Schneider, 2008). He published his observations 
in De Statica Medicina in 1614, including his famous finding that a person who eats eight pounds of food a day 
will typically lose five pounds in "insensible perspiration", that is, not into the toilet.

Aviation
I've already mentioned Giovanni della Porta's scheme for getting people into the air. Lynn White Jr. details 

several even earlier attempts in an article entitled Eilmer of Malmesbury, an Eleventh Century Aviator (1961).
Eilmer was a monk at the abbey of Malmesbury in England. The same abbey was later inhabited by the 

well-known historian William of Malmesbury (c. 1095 - c. 1143) who, writing around a century after Eilmer's 
time, records that Eilmer "fastened wings to his hands and feet ... and, collecting the breeze on the summit of 
a tower, he flew for more than the distance of a furlong." (A furlong is a distance of about 200 metres). Eilmer 
subsequently fell out of the air, breaking both legs and leaving him lame for the rest of his life.

Eilmer is, in fact, the second person reported to have achieved this feat, including its disappointing conclusion. 
The seventeenth-century Moroccan historian al- Maqqar ̄ı apparently using earlier sources that no longer exist, 
records that an Andalusian by the name of Abba ̄s ibn Firna ̄s undertook a remarkably similar venture in the 
ninth century. al-Maqqar ̄ı's sources report that ibn Firna ̄s "covered himself with feathers ..., attached a couple of 
wings to his body, and ... flung himself into the air." After flying "a considerable distance", he managed to return 
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to his starting point, only to hurt his back in the landing.
White thinks that Eilmer's wings "were intended to flap like those of a bird", though it seems equally likely 

to me that both Eilmer and ibn Firna ̄s simply glide over the distances that they are reported to have travelled, 
something like a modern hang-glider. But the English friar Roger Ba- con (c. 1214 - 1294), an early proponent of 
experimental science, clearly envisaged the flapping of wings in On the Marvellous Power of Artifice and Nature 
when he wrote "it is possible that a device for flying shall be made such that a man sitting in the middle of it and 
turning a crank will cause artificial wings to beat the air after the manner of a bird's flight" (quoted in Hannam 
(2009, p. 146)).

Leonardo da Vinci (1452 - 1519) took things a step fur- ther by proposing and drawing several flying machines, 
a concise summary of which can be found in Charles Gibbs- Smith and Gareth Rees' The Inventions of Leonardo 
da Vinci (1978). Few people would describe da Vinci as a "mad scientist", and he at least seems to have had the 
sense not to get into any if his proposed contraptions. But, ultimately, his ideas had 
no more success than those of Eilmer and ibn Firna ̄s.

That such things might fly probably seemed obvious to people who had only 
ever seen birds and bats fly, but Gibbs-Smith and Rees observe that (a) humans 
simply do not have enough muscle power to flap bird-like wings and (b) birds 
actually obtain their lift from the inner part of their wing rather than the down-
beat of their feathers.

Later on in life, da Vinci came around to the idea of craft with a rotating screw 
supposed to work something like a modern helicopter. Gibbs-Smith and Rees 
say that flying toys using windmill-like rotors were actually constructed in the 
fourteenth century, some 150 years before da Vinci designed his machines, but I 
haven't been able to find any other documentation for such toys. Numerous web 
sites also point to the existence of flying tops as far back as 400 BC in China, which 
appear on a timeline published by J. Gordon Leishman (2006, p. 7). Leishman 
himself thinks that da Vinci's design was based on Archimedes' screw for lifting 
water, and makes no mention of flying tops being available in mediaeval Europe.

 
It wasn't until 1783 that Joseph and Étienne Montgolfier achieved 

(safe) human flight in the world's first hot air balloon, which used 
a completely different principle to the wing-based ideas espoused 
by mediaeval aviators (Schneider, 2008). Ibn Firna ̄s and Eilmer, 
however, arguably have the last laugh in that most air travel today 
is conducted using fixed-wing heavier-than-air craft.
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Figure 2: Da Vinci's helicopter.

Warfare
Whatever one thinks of Leonardo da Vinci's flying machines, many of his military inventions might seem mad 

if later military thinkers hadn't devised ideas even more terrible. Gibbs-Smith and Rees assert that "Leonardo 
was a gentle man" (p. 30), but he was nonetheless well-supplied with ideas for destroying fortresses with cannons 
and other artillery, and mowing down soldiers with chariot-driven scythes (p. 30) and exploding shrapnel (p. 
46).

Other military writers of the day, such as Conrad Kyeser (1366-?) and Hans Talhofer (c. 1410 - c. 1482), also 
produced descriptions of war machines including armoured vehicles that modern authors like to refer to as 
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"tanks". John Napier (1550 - 1617), a Scottish mathematician most famous 
for inventing the logarithm, proposed not only tanks but "burning mirrors" 
supposed to set ships alight from afar using a similar principle to the one 
used by modern school children to destroy ants with a magnifying glass 
(more on these below).

Figure 3 to the right is a "tank" from Conrad Kyeser's Bellifortis (1405), 
supposedly used by Alexander the Great. Soldiers enter through the door 
at the bottom of the picture. The attachments along either side are scythes 
and cannons for keeping the enemy at bay (Long, 2001, p. 108).

Napier's letter, known as his Secrett Inventionis and reprinted in Mark 
Napier's Memoirs of John Napier (1834), also proposes an artillery device 
able to lob a projectile into a field and destroy everyone within a certain 
distance of its landing point. It isn't clear whether Napier ever built his 
other devices, but Thomas Urquhart (1611-1660) claims that the artillery 
device was successfully tested on a mile-wide field of Scottish sheep and 
cattle (quoted in Stewart and Minto (1788, p. 15)). Exactly how it worked 
is unclear.

The great granddaddy of military invention, however, is Archimedes (c. 287 - c. 212 BC). Archimedes lived in 
Syracuse, a town in Sicily, which was famously besieged by Romans over 214-212 BC. According to Polybius' 
Histories (1922), Archimedes developed machines for hurling missiles at the ships as they approached, and built 
holes in the city walls through which archers and machines could fire at the invading soldiers. Most impressively, 
perhaps, he engineered a crane that was able to lift a ship by its prow. A ship caught by the crane could be lifted 
until it stood on its stern, and then dropped back into the water.

Later authors, beginning with Anthemius of Tralles (c. 500 AD), additionally credit Archimedes with the use 
of burning mirrors to set fire to the invading ships (Simms, 1977). While destroying ants in this manner is 
simple enough, and modern concentrated solar thermal power plants use a similar arrangement of mirrors to 
produce steam using the sun's rays, engineers of Archimedes' (and Napier's) day faced a number of practical 
problems with constructing and using mirrors large enough to burn a ship. The earliest histories of the siege, in 
fact, make no mention of such a mirror existing. The Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences at New York 
University provides a detailed refutation of the myth as part of their pages on Archimedes at http://www.math.
nyu.edu/~crorres/Archimedes/Mirrors/legend/legend.html (viewed 16 February 2014).

Conclusion
Needless to say, I haven't tried any of these. But however dangerous, gruesome, and/or unethical many of 

these experiments might have been using mediaeval technology, it might be argued that their inventors were 
often on the right track in that modern technology has actually achieved many of their goals. They just needed 
a few centuries' further development.
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Join your Baron and Baroness in celebrating the 
coronation of Eckehard and Jane, Saturday 26 June 
at the Baltimore Bowman.

• The festivities begin at 10:00 AM sharp and will last 
until 6:00pm. 
• There will be heavy fighting, archery, boards games, and 
of course a live-streaming of the coronation itself.
• Please remember we are still under Covid-19 guidelines...
attendees 5 years and up must be masked, social distancing 
will be in effect.
• Pre-packaged, store bought beverages and snacky 
things will be available or you may bring you own food 
provided you do not share it outside your pod/bubble/
family...etc.
• A web site with more information will be up and the link 

provided soon.
• Attendees must also preregister and a link will be forthcoming soon.
• Many thanks to you all for your patience, you presence is long looked for.

Baltimore Bowmen/ 10301 Harford Rd/ Glen Arm, MD

Dame Wynne ferch Rhodri • Autocrat

CORONATION EVENT
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The Bard's Corner
Where story, poem and song gather together for the sharing

The Sage's Gift
A Middle Eastern Tale

LONG AGO, LONG AGO, IN THE CITY OF BAGHDADIN THE CITY OF BAGHDAD there was a caliph, which is 
a kind of a king. One day a son was born to him. It was his firstborn. In 
celebration, he ordered a feast to be held. To the feast he invited all the great 
and well-known people in the land.

On the day of the feast all the guests arrived, each bringing a gift for the 
child. There were gifts of gold, rare jewels, rich tapestries, carved marble. 
Everyone brought a gift—except one young sage called Meheled Abi. He 
came empty-handed. The caliph, taking offense ordered the guards to 
seize Meheled Abi. Roughly, the guards dragged the young sage before the 
caliph, who demanded, "Why do you come without a gift?"

The young sage shrugged and answered, "These others, they bring visible 
riches; they bring gold, jewels, carpets. But my gift is an invisible wealth. it is 
this. Each day, when the child is old enough to hear, I will come to the palace 
and tell him stories. When he is grown he will be wise and compassionate."

Meheled Abi did as he promised. Each day he came to the palace and the 
young boy grew up hearing stories. After many years, the old caliph died 
and the young boy, now grown, succeeded his father. Just as Meheled Abi 
had promised, the new caliph was wise and compassionate, more so than 
any ruler before him. And when he died, at his request a tomb was erected 

If I am wise, it is because of the seed sown by the tales.
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Heavy & Light Weapons Fighter Practices and 
A&S classes are held the second and fourth Friday 
nights from 7:30 PM-10 PM

Business Meetings are held from 7 PM-8 PM the fourth 
Friday of the month (Please See Calendar) 
Location: Christ the King Episcopal Church, 1930 
Brookdale Rd., Baltimore, MD 21244
Although we use these facilities, the SCA is not 
endorsed by the Church.
Directions: Exit the Baltimore Beltway (I-695) at Exit 17 
(Security Blvd Exit). Take the exit west toward Rolling 
Road, not the exit east toward Woodlawn. Travel west 
along Security Boulevard about one-half mile, through 
traffic-lights at Belmont Avenue, Lord Baltimore Drive, 
and Rolling Road. Continue west for another block, 
until you reach Brookdale Road. The Episcopal Church 
of Christ the King is on your left. Make a left turn onto 
Brookdale, and then turn right into the Church parking 
lot.

Sunday Afternoon Archery Practice
Most Sundays 1:00 pm - 4:00 pm (See Calendar)
Location: Baltimore Bowmen Site
Go to www.baltimorebowmen.com for directions. If 
the gate is closed, check to make sure it is not locked. If 
it is not locked, open it and drive down the hill to the 
butts. If the gate is locked, park your car and walk down 
the hill to the butts. Please join the bharchers google 
group to receive practice schedule emails  NOTE: 
PRACTICE WILL NOT BE HELD WHEN THERE ARE 
WEEKEND-LONG EVENTS AND WHEN THERE 
ARE EVENTS AT THE BOWMEN SITE.

INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY
If Baltimore County Schools announce they are closed 
or closing early, there will be no practice that night. You 
can usually hear the school closing lists on virtually any 
local radio station broadcast throughout the morning.

Cook’s Guild
Baroness Jeanne Tenneur de Bec, phone at 410-239-
8794, or by e-mail at beckyritterhouse@yahoo.com.

Meets second Sunday of the month. Check calendar for 
location and time. 

Electronic Connection
Bright Hills Website

The Baronial website, http://brighthills.atlantia.sca.
org/ contains a listing of current officers, regularly 
scheduled meetings, events and other items of interest. 
If you have an item for the website, please send it to 
the Webminister,

Dagný austkona at rmknoblauch@gmail.com 

Bright Hills FaceBook Page
The new baronial Facebook page is located at https://

www.facebook.com/groups/brighthills/. Further 
information can be obtained from the administrators 
Lady Reyne Telarius at robynbecker@comcast.net,  and 
Dagný austkona at rmknoblauch@gmail.com 

The Yeoman On-Line
http://brighthills.atlantia.sca.org/yeoman/yeoman.html

Everyone is encouraged to contribute to  
The Yeoman

Please, remember that all submissions for The Yeoman 
should be accompanied by an SCA release form. Below 
are the links to the necessary forms.
Society Chronicler forms:
 http://www.sca.org/docs/library.html#release forms
Release form for writing or artwork:
 http://www.sca.org/docs/pdf/ReleaseCreativeFillable.pdf
Release form for photographs:
 http://www.sca.org/docs/pdf/ReleasePhotographerFill-
able.pdf
Release form for models (the subject of your artwork or 
photograph): 
http://www.sca.org/docs/pdf/ReleaseModelFillable.pdf

The Barony of Bright Hills

Practices Guild Gatherings

http://www.baltimorebowmen.com
https://www.facebook.com/groups/brighthills/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/brighthills/
mailto:robynbecker@comcast.net
http://brighthills.atlantia.sca.org/yeoman/yeoman.html
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Regnum 

The Barony of Bright Hills
Please try not to call after 9 PM

Baron • Baroness
Godai Katsunaga and Wanda Ostojowna

Gordon and Wanda Lee Kinnie
443-398-5100

baron@brighthills.atlantia.sca.org  • baroness@brighthills.atlantia.sca.org 

Seneschal
Lady Freydis sjóna
Casey Keener
410-852-0621
brighthills.seneschal@gmail.com

Exchequer
Lady Clara von Wonsiedel
Michelle England
443-799-1913
claravonwonsiedel@zoho.com

Webminister
Lady Dagný austkona
Rachael Knoblauch
301-481-1949
webminister@brighthills.atlantia.sca.
org

Deputy Seneschal
Lord Graham MacRobert
Graham Wright
443-375-0257 
No calls after 830 PM
grahammarobert@hotmail.com

Deputy Exchequer
VACANT

Deputy Webminister
Lady Winifred Carruthers
Karen Carothers
410-868-6170
webminister_deputy@brighthills.
atlantia.sca.org

Chronicler
Lady Scholastica Joycors
MyLinda Butterworth
443-817-2129
brighthills.chronicler@gmail.com

Steward
VACANT

Chatelaine
Maestra Barbara Giumaria diRoberto
Barbara Kriner
443-244-0432
brighthills.chatelaine@gmail.com

Deputy Chronicler
VACANT

Baronial Clerk Signet 
Mistress Alexandria Wright
Andrea Scott
410-952-4808
ladyalexandriawright@gmail.com

Deputy Chatelaine
Lord Wrad of Ce
Wade Whitlock
410-272-8407
wadewhitlock@hotmail.com

Herald
Lord William Ringlancer
Bill Soucy
410 833 4625
brighthills.herald@gmail.com

Youth Minister
VACANT

Minister of Arts • 
Sciences

Dumnona
Devon Morden

brighthills.MOAS@gmail.com

Deputy Herald
Mistress Deirdre O’Bardon
Debbie Eccles
410-356-0028
deirdre_obardon@yahoo.com

Deputy Youth 
Minister

VACANT

Deputy MPAS
Mistress Tatiana Ivanovna of 
Birchwood Keep

Claudia Bosworth
410-437-7090
tatianabirchwoodkeep@gmail.com
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Minister of Lists
Lord Alexander Fowler
Hunter Fowler
443-538-2220
hunterfsca@yahoo.com

Knights Marshall
Sir Kollack von Zweckel
Kenneth Kepple
443.254.1206

Thrown Weapons 
Deputy Marshal

Lady Beatrice Shirwod
Annelise Bauer
843-312-5971
spindlebird@gmail.com

Deputy Minister of 
Lists

Lady Livia di Samuele
Sherrill M. Abramson
301-807-5476
Abramsonsm@yahoo.com

Deputy Heavy 
Marshal

Master Heinrich Kreiner
Robert Stephen Kriner
lands_heinie@yahoo.com
443-789-8109

Rapier Deputy 
Marshal

VACANT

Target Archery 
Marshal

Lord Aiden Killkenny
Jessee Trump
770-845-7962
HesseTrump@Hotwire.com

Target Archery 
Deputy

Lady Eadgyth the Archer
Erin Markel
410-459-3959
eadgyththearcher@gmail.com

Current Baronial Champions:
Archery: Lady Eadgyth the Archer
Arts and Sciences: Lord William Ringlancer
Bardic: Lord Faolan Mac Raghnaill
Baronial Warlord: Baron Kollack von Zweckel                                    
Brewer: Lady Livi de Samuele

Equestrian: Mor Inghean Ui Dochartaigh
Heavy Weapons: Okai of Bright Hills
Thrown Weapons:  Lord Trygvvi
Rapier: 
Children’s Archery- Cedric and Moira


